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**ABSTRACT**

Machine learning techniques can improve the existing storage system because they can make better use of system information, e.g., the history of storage system, than the conventional ad-hoc solutions.

In this talk, we present a case study of applying reinforcement learning (RL) to the long tail latency problem in the solid state disk (SSD).

First, we show that a simple Q table-based solution can give shorter long tail latency than the state-of-the-art solution.

Then, we present an approach called Q table cache which applies the traditional cache concept to Q table management thereby allowing us to benefit from fine-grained states, i.e., shorter latency, at small cost.

Finally, we explain how to improve the Q table cache by exploiting long-term system history, i.e., performing online training of a Q value prediction network (QP-Net) which predicts the initial Q value of new entry to the Q table cache.
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